
THE LEGWORK GUIDE TO 

Touchless Dental Communications

That’s happiness delivered.

Practices are built by happy patients.
LEGWORK HELPS YOU DO MORE OF THAT



Patient safety has always been #1 for you, but today it’s the first thing on their minds  
as well. While official guidance to the general population may change from week to week,  
as a healthcare professional, you’ve probably been on top of putting COVID-19 precautions 
into place at your dental practice. 

But do your patients know this? According to a recent ADA survey, 72% of adults are 
comfortable visiting the dentist during the pandemic, and an additional 14% would be willing 
to go if they had reassurance from their care provider. Your top priority needs to be letting 
patients know that you’re open, ready to see them, and have safety procedures in place  
to limit their risk.

THE LEGWORK GUIDE TO 

Touchless Dental Communications

Touchless Communication
HERE’S HOW:
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Touchless communication helps limit exposure  
by identifying and digitizing common office tasks. 
Implementing touchless communications also streamlines many time-consuming activities 
while enabling you to engage remotely. Patients are already looking for these options,  
so getting them in place quickly is key to keeping your dental practice viable into the 
future. Using touchless communications, you can let patients know that you’ve made 
changes, and are ready to see them safer than ever before.

Let’s dig into several areas where you can build touchless communication into your  
dental practice, and discuss some tools and methods that can help you protect  
both your staff and patients. 

Online Appointment Booking

Welcome Email and Patient Portals 

Digital Forms 

Reminders and Check-in

Digital Payment 

Unscheduled Treatment

Reviews
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In the past, booking new appointments from walk-ins or over-the-phone was  
the standard method. But today, patients don’t want to increase their exposure  
risk by standing in an office for any length of time. 

This preference only exacerbates a bigger trend--a strong preference for choice and 
convenience on the part of dental patients. When looking to schedule an appointment, 
36% of dental patients consider waiting on hold to be a waste of time, while 19% 
are frustrated with having to wait until a service provider opens its doors to schedule 
appointments. And 26% of patients are frustrated when trying to find a convenient  
time slot for an appointment. 

Booking appointments online minimizes contact and maximizes efficiency. It’s strongly 
preferred by consumers, too: nearly 70% prefer to book appointments online,  
and 93.9% say they’re more likely to choose a business if online booking is offered.  
That’s because it solves their biggest pain points: appointments can be booked 24/7, 
even after business hours, so patients don’t have to wait on hold. And with a full view  
of your calendar, patients can choose a date and time that work best for them instead  
of going back and forth with a receptionist trying to find a slot that works.

Online Appointment 
Booking

Customers preferred option 
for booking appointments
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Once you have an online booking solution, you’ll need to let existing and prospective 
patients alike know that it’s available. Placing your online booking form on your website 
will turn regular web traffic into potential new appointments. Inform existing patients  
and leads of the option via email to renew interest and put yourself top of mind. Finally, 
adding on-hold messaging to your phone system lets callers know that they can visit  
your website for booking instead of waiting on the line.

Legwork Online Booking
Online Appointment Booking by Legwork connects to your practice 
management software, identifying and blocking out existing commitments 
on your calendar. From there, you select only the times that you’re looking 
to fill. Patients get to choose their preferred time, and you get to approve 
the appointment. Convenience for patients with a consistent, full schedule 
that you control, that’s a win-win. 

Website

Email 

SMS 

Reminders

On-hold messaging

Ways to Promote Online Booking

Combined, these methods will limit contact and strain on your  
front office, while simplifying the process of acquiring new patients.
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Making patients feel at home at your dental practice helps create a great experience  
that incentivizes them to stay with you long-term. When office visits were less of a concern, 
that could be done through a combination of courteous staff and a clean, welcoming 
interior. Today, things aren’t so simple, and that feeling of home is harder to capture.  
The best method for building rapport with patients now is through regular communications 
and amenities that provide easy access to their information.

The first step is sending every new patient a welcome email. Start with a warm 
introduction, including a bit of background about yourself and your staff, and a couple 
group photos. Also include how and where patients can access their relevant information 
such as appointment details, intake forms, and personal data. Make it clear that this can 
be done easily from the comfort of home--even in their pajamas--causing their interactions 
with your practice to feel relaxed.

An even more future-proof option is investing in a 
patient portal system. Legwork Patient Portal is a central 
hub for patients where they can view their treatment 
plan, review and fill out their forms, and pay their current 
balance. Providing convenient access to patient data 
is one more way to help them feel at-home, and ease 
them into their journey with your practice.

Legwork Patient Portal

Welcome Emails  
and Patient Portals
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If you aren’t already offering them, digital forms can be a huge boon to your practice.  
For one thing, they improve efficiency, letting your front office skip cumbersome 
paperwork when collecting intake and other patient data. Patients love digital forms too-- 
41% of patients fill out medical paperwork digitally, and that percentage is only on  
the rise. Filling out forms prior to arrival is an option that many patients now prefer.

Digital forms were already the direction the industry was shifting towards,  
but in the COVID-19 pandemic they’ve become even more valuable.  
Given the option of skipping extended time in a waiting room,  
patients tend to choose the safer option.

Legwork Paperless Forms allow you to create custom forms for 

specific applications--enabling you to craft a COVID-19 screening form 

that can be filled out by the patient the day of their appointment before 

arriving. This reduces the number of ste =ps required when they reach 

your practice, further securing and streamlining your operations. 

Legwork
Paperless

Paperless Forms
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Making sure patients arrive at your office and get into your operatory quickly is  
another area that was already important before COVID-19, and even more vital today. 
Most states have passed guidelines or regulations limiting business occupancy, 
sometimes as low as 25% capacity. You need to ensure you’re seeing each  
patient as safely and efficiently as possible.

Your first essential tool for adhering to these guidelines is your 
appointment reminders. Send reminders both via text and email  
if possible. The first reminder should arrive as a confirmation after 
a patient schedules through online booking, followed by messages 
a couple days before an appointment, the day before, and the day 
of. Reminders are also a good place to make sure your patients 
know what precautions you’re taking for them: tell them about your 
new safety procedures, accommodations like personal hygiene stations 
and mask dispensers, and any other changes you make so they’re in the  
loop before arriving at your office. Make sure to link them to your webpage  
and possibly their patient portal as well.

Curbside Check-In,  
COVID-19 Pre-Screening,  
and Appointment Reminders

1 Appointment Reminders
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Once you have safe entry protocols in place, and have trained your  
staff, write a blog post or look into creating a brief video outlining the new 
procedures, and post it to your website. Then, include the link with your 
appointment reminders, pre-appointment forms, and share it on your social 
media accounts. A clear, concise summary that patients can watch 
or read will help them know what to anticipate when they arrive, 
minimizing friction and improving safety for everyone.

The next step is implementing contact-free check-in at your practice.  
Use clear signage to indicate to patients that they should not enter  
the premises until they have called your office. Once your staff has  
checked their pre-appointment forms and verified their information  
and reservation, they can meet with a member of your staff  
at the door for a temperature check. Upon passing, it’s time  
to bring them into the operatory. Put markings on the floor  
to show where patients and staff should stand to maintain  
social distance and minimize or eliminate time spent in  
the waiting room or at the front desk. Handle everything  
that you can in the operatory, from treatment plan  
presentation to payment, and send patients out  
directly once treatment is complete.

2 Contact-free check-in

3 Safety Protocol Overview
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You’ve established a safe, contact-free check-in process, digitized your forms, and your 
touchless communications are in full-swing. Is there anything else you can make touchfree?

Well, how are you handling payments?
Payment and billing are areas that some practices overlook,  
but they represent another opportunity to go touchless, adapt  
to patient preferences, and streamline your operations. Though  
you may have a traditional credit card processing solution,  
many patients prefer to make payments and handle their billing 
online. They like the flexibility of being able to pay from home  
or their mobile device, and many prefer the option to pay over time.

The flexibility of online payments can benefit you and your staff as well. 
Letting patients plug in their own payment information saves time and hassle for  
your staff, and reduces the odds of billing mistakes. Digital payments also add an  
extra layer of COVID-19 safety for your staff and patients alike, allowing billing to be handled 
in the operatory on a tablet, or from home, so an extra stop in the waiting room can be 
completely avoided. The best digital payment options securely integrate with your patient 
portal, and allow patients to review all of their records and billing from a central hub.

Digital Payment

Legwork
Pay

A digital payment option like Legwork Pay provides this type of flexibility, 
integrating with your PMS and working alongside your existing payment 
processing system if desired. Legwork Pay lets patients settle their balance from 
within their personalized portal, and allows you to customize payment plans or 
offer outside payment assistance as preferred. Legwork Pay can also be used 
as an alternate payment option in your office on a mobile device or tablet.
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As a medical professional, you know what patients need for their best possible oral health, 
and what they want in terms of their cosmetic goals. But a number of factors might 
lead them to wait. You can nurture patients’ decision-making by considering the 
sources of their hesitation. Purchasing indecision is often the result of a deeper 
cause, such as distrust, fear, embarrassment, financial challenge,  
lack of time, or a lack of education. By identifying what problems 
are influencing your patients, you can address their specific  
concern so they won’t delay getting the treatment they need.  

Perhaps they need a few overdue fillings, but due to previous 
medical experiences, they distrust your diagnosis. Or maybe they’re 
looking to get invisalign and tooth whitening to clean up their smile, 
but they’re embarrassed about following up because they don’t 
want to get lectured about their oral hygiene.  

You can address these concerns and stay top-of-mind with regular follow-up 
communication explaining the importance of completing their treatment. And if patients 
engage by sending emails or texts to your practice, your staff needs to be ready to 
answer with information relevant to their case. Encourage patients to begin treatment by 
tailoring your messages to their situation and frame-of-mind. As a bonus, clear and regular 
communication helps ensure that treatment can be completed before another full exam 
and cleaning is required, minimizing the number of visits and limiting patients’ exposure. 

Legwork Treatment Opportunities simplifies communications for 
unscheduled treatments. Each patient’s plan is synced with your PMS  
so you can see the dollar value of their unscheduled treatments at a glance.  
You can then communicate with patients on a personal basis via phone or 
one-click email regarding their full plan and current unscheduled procedures.

Treatment Opportunities

Legwork
Treatment
Opportunities
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Legwork Reviews helps survey patients and send review 
requests, but it also lets you keep an eye on how you’re doing. 
By using a central interface for reading and responding to your 
reviews across multiple listings, you’ll save time while keeping  
a pulse on your practice health.

Legwork Listings checks 
numerous sites and services like 
Google, Yelp, Facebook and 
more, and updates all your listings, 
including any current COVID-19 
measures you may have in 
place, so patients find the same 
information every time.

Legwork Listings

Once you’ve created a safe office and implemented touchless 
communications, it’s time for some self-reflection. 

Are your measures enough? Will patients review you positively?
If you feel that you’ve done a good job, it’s time for a checkup. Automated  
surveys can reveal if your patients are feeling good about their experience  
and your efforts so far, and if so, good reviews will likely follow.

Make sure your online information is consistent.  
With leads seeking reviews across multiple websites and platforms, 
the last thing you want is an old or outdated piece of information 
stopping them from scheduling an appointment.

Keep track of your reviews 
Finally, it’s time to monitor your reputation across sites like Facebook,  
Google, and Yelp. Reply when applicable, and if you see something  
negative, reach out and see what you can do to help that patient  
or improve your service. Engagement on these platforms  
demonstrates that you take patient input seriously, 
 and are committed to delivering  
the best service possible.

Reviews

Legwork Reviews
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Implementing  
Contactless  
Communications 

With a full touchless communications process built into your dental practice, you’ll be 
ready for the challenges of the COVID-19 landscape, plus you will have future-proofed your 
practice for younger patients who prefer to handle the majority of their interactions online. 

Learn how Legwork can make implementing touchless communications a snap, while 
keeping data actively synchronized with your practice management system. Schedule  
a demo today, and discover just how easy it can be to put touchless communications  
into place at your practice.

Legwork delivers happiness to 20 million dental patients across North America via our all-in-one engagement software. 
Integrating with your practice management software, Legwork executes dozens of complex tasks so you don’t have to. 
Legwork helps streamline your front office, attract new patients, and keep seats filled via our easy-to-use web-based 
dashboard. From engaging prospects looking for their next dentist to reactivating dormant patients, Legwork has you 
covered across the entire patient journey. Put Legwork to work for you so you can stay focused on patients!  

Learn more at www.legwork.com
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